Recent research has widely explored the problem of aesthetics assessment of images with generic content. However, few approaches have been specifically designed to predict the aesthetic quality of images containing human faces, which make up a massive portion of photos in the web. This paper introduces a method for aesthetic quality assessment of images with faces. We exploit three different Convolutional Neural Networks to encode information regarding perceptual quality, global image aesthetics, and facial attributes; then, a model is trained to combine these features to explicitly predict the aesthetics of images containing faces. Experimental results show that our approach outperforms existing methods for both binary, i.e. low/high, and continuous aesthetic score prediction on four different databases in the state-of-the-art.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic image aesthetic assessment is a challenging task due to its fuzzy definition and its highly subjective nature. It represents an important criterion for visual content curation and it is useful in many applications such as image retrieval [1, 2] , photo enhancement [3] , and image cropping [4, 5, 6] . Aesthetic assessment of images with generic content has been addressed in [6, 7, 8] . However, psychology research [9] showed that certain kinds of content are more attractive than others. In fact, professional photographers adopt different photographic techniques and have various aesthetic criteria in mind when taking different types of photos. Therefore, it is reasonable to design features specialized in modeling aesthetic quality for different kinds of photos (e.g. [10] ).
In this paper we focus on aesthetic assessment of images containing human faces. The reasons are twofold: this category of photos makes up an important part of images on social media sites and media content repositories [11, 12] , and we have observed that the performance of generic content aesthetic assessment methods [7] drop considerably when dealing with this type of images. It should be clear that although
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Brightness, Contrast facial beauty and face aesthetics are two related concepts, the first reflects the attractiveness of the subject's face, while the second represents the attractiveness of the photo containing the subject's face (see for example Fig. 1 ). Li et al. [13] evaluated the performance of several categories of features related to aesthetics such as pose, face locations and photo composition on their own dataset of photos with faces. Males et al. [14] exploited a support vector machine for aesthetic quality categorization trained on the combination of global (e.g. contrast and hue distribution of the whole image) and local features (e.g. sharpness and blownout highlights only of facial region). Their experiments have been carried out on a set of photo collected from Flickr and manually labeled by five people as being aesthetically appealing or not. Lienhard et al. [15, 16] proposed a new database, called Human Faces Score (HFS), and developed a method based on the selection of low-level features extracted from several regions for both aesthetic quality categorization of portrait images (i.e. low or high) and continuous aesthetic score prediction. Recently, in [17] a compositional-based augmentation scheme has been used to train a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) on a portrait subset of the AVA dataset for binary aesthetic classification.
FACIAL IMAGE AESTHETIC ESTIMATION
In this section we describe the proposed method for aesthetic quality assessment of images with faces. The proposed method is depicted in Fig. 2 : given a photo, first the largest face is de- tected, then features are extracted from the whole image and the face region, and finally the trained model is applied for aesthetic quality estimation of the photo.
Face detection
DLib's face detector [18] is used to localize the face region. The size of the detected bounding box is then increased of 10% in order to include also a portion of the shoulders.
Features extraction
Aesthetic quality of photos with generic content as well as the aesthetics of photos with faces depend upon several perceptual properties. Furthermore, face attributes provide fundamental information for the aesthetic evaluation of this specific category of photos. In this paper, we use state-of-the-art CNNs for encoding both perceptual image-related and face properties. Perceptual features. As highlighted in many previous works, aesthetic quality is strongly influenced by several dimensions such as composition, colorfulness, spatial organization, emphasis, and depth. We consider two pre-trained CNNs for image quality assessment and generic content aesthetics assessment, proposed in authors' previous works, in order to encode such information about the whole image (face and background). Specifically, the DeepBIQ model [19] (shortly IQ), that is a CNN model trained for blind image quality assessment, is considered for encoding perceptual quality metrics such as noise, exposure, quality, JPEG quality, and sharpness. While, the DeepIA model [7] (shortly IA), which is a CNN trained for generic content aesthetic assessment, is used to extract features related to global image aesthetics concepts, such as brightness, contrast, color, etc.
Both IA and IQ are 4,096-dimensional feature vectors obtained by considering the activation of the last fully-connected layer immediately before the regression layer.
Facial features. In photos containing faces, observers mainly focus on face regions. Intuitively, face attributes such as facial expressions, the presence of makeup or the presence of accessories are closely related to the aesthetics of this specific category of photos. Therefore, we consider a set of features able to accurately describe the face. To this aim, we use the Alignment-Free Facial Attribute Classification Technique (AFFACT) [20] , shortly FA, a CNN model trained for the estimation of 40 facial attributes. The 2,048-dimensional vector corresponding to the activations of the fully-connected layer before the classification layer are used as features.
Features fusion and learning procedure
Previously extracted features are fused and then exploited for the learning procedure following two different strategies.
The first includes linear concatenation as fusion technique, followed by a linear support vector machine (SVM) trained to estimate the portrait aesthetic quality. Since the resulting feature vectors have a huge number of features (10, 240 when all the features are concatenated), some of which might be redundant, the second strategy proposed also includes a feature selection step. Feature selection refers to the task of identifying relevant features useful to fit accurate models. In this work, we propose a method based on genetic algorithms (GA) to jointly identify a subset of features from the whole feature vector and to optimize a prediction model. The GA is build to solve a mixed integer problem where some variables are restricted to take only integer values. Real-valued variables are the weights of the linear model which maps features to an aesthetic prediction, while the boolean-valued variables discriminate relevant features from the non-relevant ones. A chromosome is then represented as (i 0 i j ...i N f , r 0 r j ...r N f , b), where i j ⇒ {x ∈ Z : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} are binary values coordinating features selection, r j ∈ R are the weights, b ∈ R is the bias, x j are the features, j ∈ [0, N f ], and N f is the total number of features. Aesthetic quality is predicted through the following equation:
The fitness function used for classification tries to minimize the Hinge loss, while the fitness function for regression is the Smooth-L 1 loss (defined in [21] ).
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the evaluation procedure, the considered databases, the experiments and the results are detailed.
Performance evaluation
For the experiments the same evaluation procedure adopted in [16] is followed. More in detail, for each experiment 10-fold cross validation is performed by randomly selecting the training and testing images. This procedure is repeated 10 times to avoid sampling bias.
Classification performance is evaluated in terms of Good Classification Rate (GCR) that is defined as the ratio between the number of images correctly classified and the number of test images. This is equal to compute classification accuracy.
Regression performance is evaluated in terms of Pearson's Linear Correlation Coefficient (LCC) between the predicted and the ground-truth aesthetic scores. The average of both GCR and LCC across the 10 rounds is reported.
Portrait images databases
In this section the publicly available databases for aesthetic assessment of images with faces are described. Databases consist of images containing people or groups of people gathered from online photo databases or photo sharing websites (e.g. Flickr, DPChallenge). Given that these photos are collected in real scenarios they present a wide range of subjects, facial appearance, illumination and imaging conditions.
CUHKPQ. The CUHKPQ [22] is a database manually annotated for image aesthetics categorization (respectively high and low). It consists of 17,673 images organized in seven different categories. In this work, only images belonging to the "human" category are considered. There are 3,148 photos and some sample images are shown in Figure 3a .
Human Faces Scores (HFS). The Human Faces Scores (HFS) [15] database contains 250 headshot photos. Specifically, 7 images of 20 different people, and 110 additional portrait images have been collected. Face images of one subject are given in Figure 3b . Each image has been rated by 25 human observers on a scale with values ranging between 1 and 6 (the highest aesthetic quality).
Face Aesthetics Visual Analysis. The Face Aesthetics Visual Analysis (FAVA) database is a subset of the large-scale AVA dataset [23] containing various images with faces. Each picture is associated with a value between 1 and 10 (the highest quality) corresponding to the average of around 210 collected individual scores. Samples are shown in Figure 3c .
Flickr database. The Flickr database has been gathered on Flickr for general aesthetic assessment [1] . It consists of 500 images associated to a ground-truth score between 0 and 10, where 10 means high quality. Photos are either portraits or group of faces. According to [16] only the biggest detected face is considered in each picture. Figure 3d shows samples from the database. 
Experimental results
In this section, experimental setup and results are detailed. Binary aesthetic classification and aesthetic score regression are performed for each dataset previously presented. For classification, datasets are separated in two equally distributed groups (except CUHKPQ which is already separated by labels), containing respectively the images with the lowest and highest aesthetic scores. For experiments based on the use of feature concatenation and SVM, we employ a linear SVM for binary classification while a linear Support Vector Regressor machine (SVR) is used for continuous aesthetic score prediction. We report the performance obtained by considering a single feature vector at time and then by all of their possible combinations. In the experiments involving the use of GA, all the feature vectors are linearly concatenated. For both classification and regression, the GA is trained with a population of 100 individuals initialized by using parameters (weights and bias) and their perturbed versions of the SVM previously learned for aesthetic prediction. The learning parameters are empirically setup differently for classification and regression. More precisely, for classification the number of generations is 200, the probability of crossover is 80%, and the elitism is 7%. For regression, the number of generation is 250, the crossover probability is 85%, and finally the elitism is 10%. In order to evaluate how the context (background) influences the aesthetic judgement of images with faces, we perform two sets of experiments. In the first set, perceptual features are extracted from the whole image as previously described, while in the second set these features are extracted considering only the face region.
Experiments considering the whole image. Results for binary aesthetic classification are reported in Table 1 . The combination of all the considered features achieved the best results for all the databases and performance results by the GA are very close but using a smaller set of features. Performance results for continuous aesthetic score are in Table 2 . The best correlation is achieved for both FAVA and Flickr by fusing image aesthetics and facial attributes features.
Experiments considering only face region. Results for binary aesthetic classification are reported in Table 3 . The performance for the FAVA dataset is higher than the one obtained by extracting features from the whole image. The reason might be that many images contain a small portion of background. Performance results (in Table 4 ) for continuous aesthetic score confirm that the fusion of all the features is optimal and that the GA-based solution obtains comparable results by using a smaller amount of features. Table 5 shows the comparison with state-of-the-art methods. We report results for the best solution on all the datasets corresponding to the combination of all the considered features extracted from the whole image. For all datasets, on average we improve GCR by more than 3% with respect to the previous methods for binary aesthetic classification. The improvement in terms of LCC is more than 8% on average.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a framework for the automatic estimation of the aesthetic quality of images containing faces. This work extends our generic-content aesthetic assessment framework specializing it for photo containing faces. We use three different CNNs to encode global image aesthetics, perceptual quality and facial attributes. A novel learning procedure based on genetic algorithms is then applied for the combination of CNNs features and image aesthetic prediction. We evaluate the proposed algorithm in both binary and continuous aesthetic score prediction tasks on four benchmark datasets achieving state-of-the-art performances.
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